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Alhamra, 2002. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Dream and Reality . we need to dream if we are to
survive in the theatre of life. dream is our sustenance for survival against the harshness of reality.
Hina Babar Ali has captured the sting of reality, weaving around it a web of deep spiritual
sustenance. She rambles through the ambrosia of love, haunting memories, crescendoing hopes,
blissful aspirations, hurtling disappointment, spiritual elevation then once again dejection. thus
returning again and again to the habitat of spiritual sanctuary and the sublime state of Sufism. The
poems are couched and cushioned with a labyrinth of love and intense sensitivity, yet Hina Babar
Ali cannot be classified as only a romantic poet, for she has full command of the language that
flows with harmony and insight, spinning on a wheel of spirituality and discord. But it is not her
poems that stir my own sensitivity, but the truth that it reveals the many competent facets of the
author herself. She passes through her meandering submissions, presenting the multifaceted
concepts of her emotional involvement and analytic understanding of situations. She portrays the
vast dimensions of not only her emotional and spiritual experiences, but also her political...
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Reviews
These types of ebook is the best book available. It really is writter in easy terms instead of hard to understand. You will like just how the article writer create
this book.
-- K r ista Nitz sche Jr .
It is really an incredible ebook that we have actually go through. I actually have go through and i also am sure that i am going to likely to read again again
in the foreseeable future. Your way of life period will be convert the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Pr of. Adr a in Rice
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